Abslroet-Suppose a matrix fraction description of a real i-ational lytically, this may be characterized by [2], [3] square m f e r function matrix is known. A condition is given involving the wefficient matrim in this matrix fraction decomposition which is W(s)+ W'(-s) =O (2a) neeesssry and sufficient for the lransfer function matrix to be losslm positive real.
In the next section, we shall use this result to give an interpretation of the lossless positive real property in terms of a Hankel matrix. This interpretation will be used later to prove the main result. only if w(s)+ w(-s)=O.
We remind the reader that a real rational. r x r matrix Then we can describe the lossless positive real property W(s) is termed 1o.ssless positive real if it represents the using the Hankel matrix. driving-point impedance of an LC r-port network. h aTheorem I: Let W(.) be an r x r real rational transfer function matrix with W(m)=O, with associated truncated Manuscri~t received June 21. 1976. This work was su~vorted bv the block Hankel matrices H,., n = 1,2, . . , and let );:,= diag . .
Australian ~esearch Grants committee.
[I,, -I,,I,, -I,, . .. I. Thenif w(.) is lossless positive real, Conversely, if Z,H,, is nonnegative definite symmetric for some n greater than or equal to w, the degree of the denominator polynomial matrix of some matrix fraction decomposition of W(s), then W(.) is lossless positive real.
Proof Let H'(s1-F)-'G= W(s) define a state variable realization of W(s) such that [F,G] 
Note that r(x,y) is integral, not rational in x and y. From 
